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ABSTRACT
Challenges of Requirements Engineering (RE) become
adequate when it is performed in global software
development (GSD) paradigm. “Risks” are the
important elements for making RE more challenging.
For having its in depth understanding, first there is a
need to identify those factors which may generate risks
during RE in GSD. Therefore a systematic literature
review is done. The initial list leads to progressive
enhancement for assisting in RE activities in GSD
paradigm. This work is especially useful for the, less
experience people working in GSD.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The emergence of globalization concepts has
impacted almost every industry, both in positive
and negative ways. The word globalization takes
into account with multi cultural stakeholders on a
single platform. Software industry is also
influenced by this globalization by allowing
multicultural stakeholders to work together in
global platform recognized as GSD environment
[1].
RE in GSD paradigm is one of the interesting
research topics as described by cheng et al. [2].
This research rise for globalization in software
industry is due to the number of advantages it has
comparing with the traditional software
development process. The advantages include;
round the clock development, hiring workforce at
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low cost, maximum chance to the access the
highly qualified global pool etc.
The GSD paradigm describes the fact of under
going changes to many RE activities as the
participants are not collocated. The new paradigm
of GSD increases the risks of project failure
irrespective of its huge number of advantages. To
cope up this issue, RE pitfalls due to GSD should
be overcome. These pitfalls are mostly due to the
differences of culture, languages, knowledge,
times zone etc which vary among software
development organizations in GSD paradigm.
These changing situation factors are the main
source of software failure which is specifically
influential in RE process as discussed by [3, 4].
The goal of this paper is to identify and enlist the
factors and the risks generated by these factors
during RE in GSD paradigm. The work compiles
the changing situation factors which should be
taken care with to minimize the risks, which may
lead to project failure. The identification is done
from the existing literature by performing
systematic literature review (SLR) [5]. In order to
have unique identification of each of the risk
generating factors, Grounded theory’s [6] data
coding, constant comparison and memoing
techniques are adopted.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows.
Section II describes the background of the study,
section III illustrate the methodology of the study,
section IV comprises of results, section V consist
of discussion and section VI is the conclusion of
the study.
2 BACKGROUND
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Wiegers et al. [7] described requirement as a
statement which relates to customer needs,
objectives, capability or a condition that must be
possessed by the product to satisfy and give value
to a stakeholder. So we can say that requirement is
something which a system must have or satisfy or
perform which is being identified by the client
side. Now coming towards RE, it is essential to
notify that generally, RE is concerned with
understanding about what are the things which
system must do (the ‘what’).
A definition by Zave [8] states “Requirements
Engineering is the branch of software engineering
concerned with the real-world goals for, functions
of, and constraints on software systems”.
Sommerville & Sawyer [9] argue about RE as “the
activities that cover discovering, analyzing,
documenting and maintaining a set of
requirements for a system”. By supporting the
definitions described above Wiegers [7]
recommend that RE cover all the software project
lifecycle activities related to the understanding of
not only capabilities but also the attributes of a
system. Similarly in the same year Deb Jacobs
argues about the importance of RE and says “the
cost of incorrect, misunderstood, and not agreed
upon requirements affects all of us in terms of
time, money, and lost opportunities” [10].
Few years back researchers Fowler [11] argued
that “Everything else in software development
depends on the requirements. If you cannot get
stable requirements, you cannot get a predictable
plan”. Carmel [12] argues that defining and
acquiring the software needs for the new system is
challenging and it is one of the crucial phases of
software development as discussed by Darke [13].
Davis [4] Anthony [14] explains that it is crucial
because it has a direct impact on success and
failure of any software. Software requirement
specification argued by Greenspan [15] is the
outcome document of RE phase consisting of
specified requirements. Continuing to the previous
era researchers, there are some more researchers
st
who in 21 century says that this RE phase is
difficult and crucial enough when it is done in colocated environment as described by Damian [16]
and, it is further argued by the researchers Damian
[16, 17], Espinosa [18], MacGregor [19] that it
becomes even more difficult and challenging
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when different stakeholders, sitting in different
geographies having distant cultures, time zones
etc. specify requirements.
RE becomes more complicated in globally
distributed development paradigm, due to fact of
having multiple stakeholders with varying
backgrounds, for example. Having requirements
common understanding is already a difficult or
complex task to takes place within one
organization in co located environment, but it
becomes even more complex or harder when the
stakeholders are having varying tacit knowledge,
different time zones as it makes communication
much harder. Platform of GSD further complicates
RE due to social and cultural aspects related with
not only gathering but also managing requirements
[20].
The more risk occurrences in GSD paradigm may
be the main contributor in the RE process
complexity. Now first of all there is a need to
identify the risk generating factors, which
ultimately may influence the RE in GSD. These
risk generating factors may be related to culture,
social aspects, technologies, humans etc [21, 22,
23], which may results in project failure.
Researchers also gave careful consideration to the
aspect, that these risk generating factors also leads
to changing situations among the organizations
working is GSD paradigm.
It is evident from the literature, that the
researchers have not only focused their work to
the criticality of RE in GSD [21, 22, 23], but they
have also describe the importance of control of
changing situations among software development
organizations in order to have successful project.
By linking the facts, we come to know the
importance of changing situations while
performing RE in GSD. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there is a lack of study which
describes the list of factors propagating risks
during RE in GSD. Therefore, this study focuses
on identification and listing risks with that of
factors which may acts as a source of these risks
while performing RE in GSD paradigm.
3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In our effort to review, we follow the method
described in [5]. We have decomposed the
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research in three parts: Review planning, Review
conduction and Results reporting.
3.1 Review planning:
Review planning deals with the selection of papers
for review. Research goals and research questions
are identified in this phase. Besides this, keywords
with sources, queries, inclusion/exclusion criteria
are also identified here. Research goal and
research questions: The goal of this literature
review is to identify the factors which may
generate risks during RE in GSD paradigm. RQ1:
What are the factors which may generate risks
during RE in GSD paradigm? Identifying the
keywords: Base upon the research question stated
above, we go for keywords which in fact facilitate
us in queries construction with that of the selection
of relevant papers from the datasets: Software
Requirement engineering (RE) risks, distributed
requirement engineering risks, software risks
factors, distributed requirement engineering risk
factors. Identifying the sources: The databases we
considered for the search are: ACM Digital
Library, Emerald, IEEE, Springer-Link, Science
Direct, Wiley online and JSTOR. Identifying the
queries: The following abstract query for the
research
questions
is
used:
'((software
"requirement engineering") AND ("Risks")) AND
(“distributed software development” OR “global
software development”)'. Due to the different
search interface of each of the search engines, the
query is divided into sub queries as some of them
does not accept long query. Identifying the
inclusion/exclusion criteria we have three levels
for inclusion and exclusion. First we excluded all
those papers which are either table of contents or
some information about the full proceedings of
conference and workshops etc. The second level is
associated with checking papers on basis of
keywords. So if the paper does not has any of the
keywords (“requirement” OR “requirement
engineering”) AND (“risk” OR “risk factors”),
then that particular paper is excluded from the
dataset. All the papers which must consist of
keywords (“requirement” OR “requirement
engineering”) AND (“risks” OR “risk factors”)
with the other one as mentioned above are
included in the dataset. The third level of
exclusion is on basis of repetition; like if a paper is
repeated, then it is included only once.
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3.2 Review Conduction:
Step 1 consists of building the initial data sets and
filtration of papers based on inclusion and
exclusion criteria. To accomplish this step, we
selected seven data sources to get the papers
related to our study by using automated query.
Building the initial dataset: The papers are
collected on basis of keywords and queries. From
ACM we got (113) papers, similarly from Emerald
(43) papers, IEEE (67) papers, JSTOR (5) papers,
Willey online (67) papers, Science Direct (89)
papers and Springer Link (90) papers. The papers
are filtered on basis of exclusion and inclusion
criteria as described above. Total papers which we
found to be included in our research are 172 but
after performing filtrations on basis of type,
keywords and repletion, the papers covered are
105.
4 RESULTS
4.1 Result Reporting:
This stage of our research comprises of steps from
step2 to step6, where we report all the results of
our study with that of the comments from the
experts related to the factors identified.
Step2 deal with the extraction of data units from
the most related filtered. These data units are
actually the identified situational factors, which
may generate risks while performing RE in GSD
paradigm. These identified factors which are large
in numbers have to go through a filtration process.
This time the filtration is done on basis of
conceptual and explicit duplications.
Step3 consist of steps to remove the duplication
(explicit or conceptual). In order to do this,
Grounded theory’s [6] data coding constant
comparison and memoing techniques are adopted.
Data coding not only deals with getting raw data
but also converting it to a conceptual level as
argued by Corbin [24]. In this research, a number
of data codes from the multiple data sources are
compared via constant comparison for getting the
main factors by removing the duplications. Glaser
argues about complexity of data coding with
constant comparison and says that in order to deal
with this complexity researchers argue that the
memoing process can be a solution [25]. Hence
this step consists of scanning the data to find the
duplication instances. As there is a direct mapping
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among the individual data units that are joined or
combined in this comparison, so memoing is not
required as it shows the thoughts that influenced
the joining or combination of data units. Where
while combining the data units, careful steps are
taken to maintain the source information. So, if
two different data units are having same textual
depiction or explanation and meaning, they are
combined into a single unit – but it is also to be
making sure that both sources of data units are
apparent and clear in the combined data unit
testimony in the main table. Now following the
identification and removal of clear duplication
among the data units, conceptual duplications in
data units are identified. We combine two data
units which are not having same textual tags but
are having same meaning. In order to do this,
memoing is also done which records the thought
process behind this. Besides this, as previously
done with the removal of clear duplication stage,
combined data units sources links are maintained.
Step4 comprises of factors labeling and initial
classification. Here each of the data units (factors)
is given a label. These labeling are on basis of
factors relatedness to the specific area they are
concern with. Memos are used to record the
justification for these labeling. Similarly actions
are taken to come up with initial classification for
data units (factors). This time also, memos draft
the motivation or justification that has initiated or
created the initial classification. Under this initial
classification, factors are present with their
appropriate labeling. Similar to the previous steps,
memos are used here to record the justification for
classification and labeling.
Step5 comprises of constant comparison for
evaluating the precision of the factor labels and
classifications. The labels are renamed when
suitable data units are moved to alternating factors
or to completely novel factors – as believed
suitable in regard of the rising factors and
classification. Similarly some of the classifications
are renamed or combined or decomposed as
considered appropriate. For this step similar to the
previous one, memos are used to draft the thought
process with that of the historical trace of the
actions. This assists in envisioning the factors and
classification sources, and allows an assessment of
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the impact of each data sources on the main list as
it come forward.
Step6 comprises of expert reviews. Once the initial
list of situational factors at its final form is
created, then it is forwarded to the experts from
academia to evaluate the initial list of Situational
Factors which may generate risks during RE
process in GSD paradigm. The experts are
selected from academia on basis of their
experience in RE field. More specifically two
experts are selected having more than five years of
experience in field of RE. The tasks provided to
them is to evaluate the list for its
comprehensiveness, as well as to review if the
factors are grouped under right classification with
that of any recommended modification both at
factors and classification level.
The experts recommended some modification in
the initial list of situational factors which may
generate risks during RE process in GSD. Factors
Interaction tools and Interaction medium or
technology are combined and given the name of
“Interaction medium, technology and tools”,
similarly factor national culture is combined with
cultural background, social climate is combined
with social background, organization policies and
strategies besides with the organization person
retention strategy and organization structure and
boundaries are grouped into single factor named
as “organization structure, policy and strategy”,
technical expertise is moved from the
classification “tools, technologies, techniques and
standards” to “stakeholders”. Partner power and
position in organization which are previously
considered to be same factors are now grouped
separately under classification “stakeholders”.
Under the same “stakeholders” classification,
client involvement is combined with the factor
client commitment. The recommendations from
the experts are included in the list as shown in
table 1.
In total there are 8 classifications and 74 factors.
“Communication and distance” has following
factors: Interaction skills, Interaction styles,
Interaction medium, technology and tools,
Interaction
infrastructure
and
Distance.
“Differences in culture, background, language,
organization and time” has following factors:
Language, Cultural background, Work
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environment, View points, Time zones, Social
background, Organizational culture, Political
difference, Time shifts, Inter group culture,
Organization structure policy and strategy.
“Knowledge management and awareness” has
following factors: Team awareness, Data
repository, Domain knowledge level, Knowledge
management techniques and procedures, Business
knowledge, Access management, Tacit knowledge
level,
Requirement
engineering
practice
knowledge,
configuration
management,
Knowledge management awareness, Requirement
management. “Management” has following
factors:
Coordination
skills,
Coordination
techniques, Competence, Decisions, Supervisor
sub-ordinate relationship, Management strategy,
Cooperation approach. “Tools, Technologies,
Techniques and Standard Selection” has following
factors: Technique selection, Standard selection,
Tools
selection,
Technology
selection.
“Stakeholders” has following factors: Team
members competence and experience with in
application, Team members motivation level,
Team members familiarity with each other, Team
members preferences related to project, Team
knowledge exchange ability, Team members
background, Personnel trust, Leadership skills,
Personnel/group relationship, Team members
decision capability, Stakeholders utility values,
Team members level of receiving help with heavy
work load, Stakeholder priority to situation
urgency, Team members knowledge level, Team
members international work experience, Team
member relation to the project (trust,
commitment.), Partner power, Client availability,
Client commitment, Members carriers prospects
position in organization, Stakeholder background,
Partner interpretation skills, Team management
capabilities,
Stakeholders
common
work
experience, Technical expertise. “Project and
Process” has following factors: Project phase
distribution, Requirements engineering process,
Economic
process,
Process
maturity,
Collaboration process, Management process.
“Requirements”
has
following
factors:
Requirement specification document format,
Requirement engineering effort, Requirement
representation style, Requirement interpretation.
These classifications, factors besides with the risks
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which these factors may generate are shown in
Table attached in Appendix.
5 DISCUSSIONS
In this section, contribution, future work and
limitations of our study is discussed in detail.
5.1Utilizing Situational Factors:
This work provides direction towards a
comprehensive list of factors. The identified
situational factors which may generate risks
during RE process in GSD paradigm can be an
important reference for researchers. The initial list
can also act as a guide for the researchers and
practitioners working in situational RE, to
consider and control these factors in order to
overcome the risks. Besides with the initial list of
factors, this work also contributes in listing the
risks against each of the situational factor, hence
we also come to have a repository of risks which
may be generated by the situational factors during
RE process in GSD paradigm.
5.2 Future Work:
The initial list of factors identified is from the
literature; hence the list does not contain the data
from the industry. So in future a more
comprehensive list can be generated covering both
the literature and industry. This work also shows
the directions towards the future work of impact
analysis of these factors on RE in GSD paradigm,
hence extending the investigation to a more
comprehensive level.
5.3 Limitation:
This work comprises results from state of
knowledge only, hence does not cover the state of
practice. We make every effort to cover all the
related papers discuss risks for RE process in
GSD, but still it is possible that we may miss any
published work. Similarly the paper is forwarded
to other researchers in order to deal with biasness
about the search protocol used, but still biasness
aspect can not be ignored as well. The threat of
misinterpretation can also not be ignored, as it is
one of the must factor in every literature review,
although we tried our best to overcome these
aspect by dealing it carefully.
6 CONCLUSION
The goal of this paper is to identify and enlist the
factors and the risks generated by them during RE
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process in GSD paradigm. The work compiles the
changing situations factors which should be taken
care with, to minimize the risks related to various
aspects which, may lead to project failure.
In our effort to review we have decomposed the
research in three parts: Review planning, Review
conduction and Results reporting. The initial list
of situational factors is reported in the paper
consisting of 74 factors grouped under 8
classifications. This initial list is an important
input to the comprehensive list of situational
factors, which is our future work. The initial list
can also act as a guide for the researchers and
practitioners working in situational RE, to
consider and control these factors in order to
overcome the risks with changing situations faced
by them while performing RE process in GSD
paradigm. Besides with the initial list of factors,
this work also contributes in listing the risks
against each of the situational factor, hence we
also come to have a repository of risks which may
be generated by the situational factors during RE
process in GSD paradigm.
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Inadequate client involvement, inefficient requirement engineering process, collecting data
without improving requirement engineering process.
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Non-effective coordination, lack of efficient information seeking, infrequent communication,
lack of exchanging information, lack of maintained awareness, lack of trust, lack of
knowledge sharing, delay, un-aware of remote team member skills, unaware of changing
requirements, unaware of job responsibilities of remote team members, high defects
frequency, lack of control.
Data loss, lack of requirement specification quality
Lack of quality outcome, erroneous requirements, budget and schedule overrun, productivity
downfall,
Lack of frequent communication, lack of competence

[96][60][88][27][33
Lack of frequent communication, low technical efficiency, lack of competence, lack of quality
][97] management, lack of project quality, lack of exchanging information, lack of maintained
awareness, lack of trust, lack of knowledge sharing, delay, team ineffectiveness, lack of
quality documentation, lack of awareness about development project.
[61]
Delay in problem domain clarification, extra cost for rework
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Unintended data editing, un/intentional disclosure for personal gain.
[29]
Lack of knowledge sharing, lack of synchronization and act
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Lack of accurate requirements fault modeling.

[32][48]

Effort overhead, work unawareness

[27]

Lack of quality decisions, lack of control, lack of maintained awareness, , unaware of job
responsibilities of remote team members, high defects frequency

[28][100][101][102]
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Lack of requirement stability, intrinsic schedule flaws, high frequency of system failure,
overlooking crucial requirements, not understanding the needs behind the requirements,
overlooking non functional requirements, not inspecting requirements, reducing the solution
domain by representing in design form, insufficient change management, lack of careful
requirement handling, project completion failure.
[52] Lack of effective collaboration, unfamiliarity with technology, increase cost, loss of
[97] [77] [27][38] development speed, inaccurate task allocation, unawareness about development project,
[45][50] unsuccessful collaboration, lack of trust, lack of personal contact, lack of team involvement.
[27] [30] [52] [45]
Lack of effective collaboration, unfamiliarity with technology, increase cost, loss of
[50] development speed, requirements misunderstanding, lack of coordination, misalignment of
tools with expectations, unrealistic estimation, lack of effective traceability, delay, lack of
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[27] Misalignment of tools with expectations, unrealistic estimation
[105] Lack of proactive transparency
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[45][50] Lack of understanding activities accelerating the knowledge sharing, lack of trust, troublesome
disagreements, less social capital.
[108] [107] [106] Inaccurate estimation, poor quality outcome, lack of quality requirement engineering
[93] [40] activities, inadequate customer representation, requirement misunderstanding, , inadequate
requirements, lack of propagation of relevant changes to artifacts, scope creep, ineffective
communication, lack of shared understanding,
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Poor quality outcome, Inaccurate estimation, inadequate customer representation, requirement
[48] [31] misunderstanding, , inadequate requirements, lack of propagation of relevant changes to
artifacts, scope creep, ineffective communication, lack of shared understanding
[60] [78] Low technical efficiency, high frequency of conflicting requirements, lack of standards, lack
of shared understanding, lack of effective coordination, lack of group awareness.
[93] [30][27] [78] Lack f requirement engineering quality outcome, lack of integrated tools, lack of access to
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facilitation, lack of uniform software development environment, lack of trust, lack of
requirement management, lack of effective communication, requirement misinterpretations
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Lack of team work performance, software project failure, lack of uniform software
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[113] [33] [91] development environment, lack of early architecture quality, greater frequency of
requirements uncertainty, lack of information and artifact sharing, lack of decision making
quality.
[115]
[67] [114] Requirements conflicts, requirements misunderstanding, lack of quality requirement
[113] representation, wrong expectations, undetected activity errors, lack of team performance, lack
of efficient collaboration, lack of quality outcome, mistrust, lack of quality management,
wrong team setup and adjustment, inefficient requirement engineering process, inaccurate task
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Lack of team performance, activity errors, wrong team set up and adjustment.
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lack of work team cohesion, lack of effective collaboration.
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Inefficient collaboration, poor quality outcome.
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Lack of team effectiveness, inefficient collaboration, ineffective communication, lack of
requirement rationale understanding, inefficient requirement engineering process.
Lack of shared understanding.
Lack of shared understanding, lack of efficient information sharing, lack of efficient
collaboration
Inefficient requirement engineering process, lack of efficient information flow tailoring,
person becomes bottleneck.
Lack of effective collaboration, lack of quality outcome, on stake security, mistrust, weak
team cohesion.
Lack of accurate estimation, lack of quality outcome.
Lack of project efficiency.
Lack of team effectiveness, inefficient collaboration, ineffective communication, lack of
requirement rationale understanding, inefficient requirement engineering process.
Lack of efficient collaboration.

[67]

Inefficient collaboration, lack of quality outcome, delay.
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[67] [96] [27]

[120] Lack of satisfied requirements, inefficient communication, and high rate of requirements
conflicts.
[27][76] [121] Lack of client implication, conflicting approaches to requirement engineering process,
requirements variability, higher issues with user abilities and concurrences.
[67] Loss of competency.
[27] Client misalignment with project goal, requirement variability.
[27] Lack of participation from clients, higher issues with user abilities.
[65] Lack of efficient requirement elicitation and negotiation
[92] Lack of effect group problem solving ability, measurement scale misconception, inappropriate
requirement validation, lack of quality outcome, delay.
[80] High rate of workforce turnover, lack of remote staff information.
[67]

Inaccurate task allocation, mistrust, delay, effort overhead, inefficient collaboration and
communication.
[61] Problematic overall joint management, problematic responsibility share, extra management
needed at each location.
[59]
[104] [122] Lack of quality outcome, undetected errors, erroneous requirements, budget and schedule
[28] [70]
overrun, poor communication, not inspecting requirements, attempting to perfect requirements
before construction, ignoring non functional requirements
[123] Unacceptable results.
[42] [82]
Productivity downfall, inefficient communication, lack of quality requirements
documentation, effort overhead,
[52] [90]
Lack of communication, collaboration and control.
[91]

Lack of quality decision making.

[96][87]
Overlooking crucial requirements, not understanding the needs behind the requirements,
[28][124][125][128]
ignoring non functional requirements, reducing solution domain by representing it in design
[126] form, insufficient change management, lack of synchronization, inconsistent specification,
erroneous requirement, flaws in design requirements.
[31] Scope creep, lack of attention to importance concerns, unclear requirements.
[127][28]
Choosing wrong solution for requirement implementation, reducing the solution domain.
[30][126][35] [35]

Effort overhead, inadequate solution, inaccurate requirement capturing and understanding,
lack of quality outcome, delay.
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Situational Factors

Classification

Competence and
experience with in
application

Stakeholders

Motivation level
Familiarity with
each other
Preferences related
to project
Knowledge
Exchange ability
Background
Personnel trust
Leadership skills
Personnel/group
relationship
Decision capability
Utility values
Knowledge level
International work
experience
Relation to the
project
Power/position in
organization
Client involvement
Carriers prospects
Client commitment
Client availability
Background
Partner
interpretation
Team management
capabilities
Common work
experience
Project phase
distribution
Requirements
engineering process

Project and
Process

Economic process
Process maturity
Collaboration
process
Management
process
Requirement
specification
document format

Requirements

RE effort
Requirement
representation style
Requirement
interpretation
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